The ChemoCare worksheets and labels module is designed to support you in meeting regulatory and service needs in your aseptic unit. Key design features give you flexibility and assurance.

- Configurable worksheet and label templates that can be shared with other sites.
- Worksheets and labels for dispensing split syringes.
- Compliance with MHRA guidance and product standardisation for NHSE dose-banding.
- Setup multiple worksheets for the same product and set concentration, volume or dose rules when selecting worksheets.
- Trial specific worksheets and include annex 13 labelling.

Switch at Your Own Pace using the Flexible Migration Process.

- The worksheet list has tabs for both the old and new worksheets so that new worksheets can be implemented by product.
- The user-defined worksheet tab is active if a new worksheet is setup for the product.
- Removing the drug worksheet flag will deactivate the old worksheet.

Creating and Validating Your Worksheets and Labels:

- Define a product list for your site.
- Setup matching criteria for the ChemoCare prescription.
- Add a template layout for the worksheet and labels and insert merge fields.
- Setup rule base tables, for example Split syringes.
- Setup test data and view the result. Review, authorise and release worksheets using fully audited process.
- A review date is displayed for the worksheet and the version number is incremented following a version update.